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Abstract: Although several treatment options for panic disorder (PD) are available, the best
intervention for each individual patient remains uncertain and the use of a more personalized
therapeutic approach in PD is required. In clinical practice, clinicians combine general
scientiﬁc information and personal experience in the decision-making process to choose
a tailored treatment for each patient. In this sense, clinicians already use a somehow
personalized medicine strategy. However, the inﬂuence of their interpretative personal
models may lead to bias related to personal convictions, not sufﬁciently grounded on
scientiﬁc evidence. Hence, an effort to give some advice based on the science of personalized
medicine could have positive effects on clinicians’ decisions. Based on a narrative review of
meta-analyses, systematic reviews, and experimental studies, we proposed a ﬁrst-step
attempt of evidence-based personalized therapy for PD. We focused on some phenomenological proﬁles, encompassing symptoms during/outside panic attacks, related patterns of
physiological functions, and some aspects of physical health, which might be worth considering when developing treatment plans for patients with PD. We considered respiratory,
cardiac, vestibular, and derealization/depersonalization proﬁles, with related implications for
treatment. Given the extensiveness of the topic, we considered only medications and some
somatic interventions. Our proposal should be considered neither exhaustive nor conclusive,
as it is meant as a very preliminary step toward a future, robust evidence-based personalized
therapy for PD. Clearly much more work is needed to achieve this goal, and recent
technological advances, such as wearable devices, big data platforms, and the application
of machine learning techniques, may help obtain reliable ﬁndings. We believe that combining
the efforts of different research groups in this work in progress can lead to largely shared
conclusions in the near future.
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Despite the existence of several therapeutic options for PD, PD treatment continues to pose a challenge because the crucial question about what is the best
intervention for each individual patient remains elusive. The current guidelines1–3
provide thoughtful recommendations. Pharmacological treatment options for PD
include ﬁrst-line medications [selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and
serotonin–norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor (SNRI) venlafaxine], second-line
medications [tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs), benzodiazepines (BDZs)], and
other less supported pharmacological alternatives, whereas cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) is the ﬁrst-line psychotherapeutic approach. Some differences
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between guidelines exist; however, they mainly share
a common view about the mechanism of development
of treatment plans for patients with PD: namely, no ﬁrstline treatment is recommended as superior to the others,
and a combination of treatments is not routinely recommended over monotherapy as initial treatment.
Unfortunately, no recommendations considering the
unique characteristics of an individual patient, such as
symptom proﬁles, neurobiological functions, biomarkers,
or genetic/pharmacogenetics features are available. This
gap may partly explain why approximately 20−40% of
the patients in clinical settings do not achieve full remission with the recommended treatments and 25−50% of
the patients relapse within 6 months after discontinuation
of drugs, whereas up to 30−50% still have a full-blown
disorder or residual panic−phobic symptoms even after
3–6 years.4,5 Hence, further steps toward the use of
a more personalized therapeutic approach in PD are
required. Clinicians should be provided with additional
recommendations, which help them select a treatment
with the highest chances of successful outcome for
a patient with PD, based on his/her peculiar features.
We believe that this strategy may lead to better outcomes
in PD treatment, as it has already occurred in other
medical ﬁelds.6 In clinical practice, each clinician
behaves in decision making combining general scientiﬁc
information and personal experience to choose a tailored
treatment for each patient. In this sense, clinicians already
use a somehow personalized medicine strategy. However,
the inﬂuence of interpretative personal models may lead
to bias related to personal convictions, not sufﬁciently
grounded on scientiﬁc evidence. Hence, an effort to give
some advice based on the science of personalized medicine could have positive effects on clinicians’ decisions.
We are aware that the available evidence-based ﬁndings on which to ground a personalized treatment of PD
are still limited. Nevertheless, in this proposal, we
attempted to present a number of preliminary evidencebased suggestions about how a more personalized treatment plan for a patient with PD can be developed, taking
individual clinical symptoms and biological patterns into
account. Given the signiﬁcant comorbidity of PD with
medical illnesses and low physical ﬁtness of individuals
with PD (Is-PD),7 we also evaluated some aspects of the
patients’ physical health, with the aim of improving both
panic symptomatology and physical well-being.
Our proposal should be considered neither exhaustive
nor conclusive, as it is meant to be a ﬁrst, very preliminary
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step toward a future, robust evidence-based personalized
therapy for PD.

Proposal overview
We based our considerations on a narrative review of
meta-analyses, systematic reviews, and experimental studies in the ﬁeld of PD. Given the extensiveness of the
topic, in this ﬁrst-step proposal, we addressed only
a limited number of issues, which might be easily translatable in clinical practice. We focused on some phenomenological proﬁles, encompassing symptoms during/between
panic attacks (PAs), patterns of physiological functions,
and some aspects of physical health that might be worth
considering when developing treatment plans for Is-PD.
We considered only medications and some “somatic”
interventions. This choice was not meant to underestimate
the multiple psychological aspects that play a signiﬁcant
role in pathophysiology of PD, nor the importance of CBT
in the treatment of this disorder. Attentional bias toward
somatic sensations, proneness to catastrophic misinterpretation of normal body changes, and interoceptive/exteroceptive conditioning processes are involved in the
occurrence of PAs, development of anticipatory anxiety/
maladaptive changes in behavior, and vulnerability to
relapse. Likewise, these processes may inﬂuence the patterns of physiological functions in Is-PD and somatic
symptoms of which they complain.8,9 Therefore, we are
aware that psychological functioning should be included in
phenomenological proﬁles of Is-PD and considered as
target of personalized treatments. Evidence-based recommendations on this topic, through which clinicians can
optimize their choices between CBT, medications, or combinations of treatments for each individual with PD, are
needed. However, the examination of the complex interplay between these multiple aspects is beyond the aims of
this very preliminary, ﬁrst proposal, and it requires
a future, dedicated review.

Phenomenological proﬁles
PD is a heterogeneous psychiatric disorder characterized by
recurrent, unexpected PAs, the hallmark of the disorder,
persistent concern about additional PAs or their consequences, and/or behavioral modiﬁcation as a direct result
of the PAs; up to 70% of the Is-PD also have agoraphobia.7
According to current nosological systems, a PA in PD
must include at least 4 of 13 (DSM5) or 14 (ICD-10)
somatic and cognitive symptoms, allowing substantial
variability in panic presentation. However, the possibility
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of clinically meaningful panic variants is not considered.
Similarly, the possible persistence, outside PAs, of some
somatic symptoms with their variants, is not described.
Finally, DSM5 acknowledges that at least a portion of IsPD experience induced PAs with administration of sodium
lactate infusion/carbon dioxide (CO2) inhalation and exhibit hypocapnia and other respiratory irregularities.
However, none of these ﬁndings are included as valuable
features for clinical presentation of PD.
Overall, in contrast to other psychiatric disorders, current nosological systems do not provide any subtypes or
speciﬁers of PAs in PD or of PD. Here, we attempted to
deﬁne some homogeneous phenomenological proﬁles of
PD, which may be relevant to therapeutic management.
We considered respiratory, cardiac, vestibular, and derealization/depersonalization proﬁles, with related implications
for treatment. We are aware that several other phenomenological aspects of panic are worthy of consideration, eg,
presentation with nausea or abdominal distress; however,
we focused on aspects which are currently more supported
by scientiﬁc literature. The phenomenological proﬁles
should not be considered as mutually exclusive, but features
of different proﬁles may be simultaneously present to
a different extent in a patient with PD.

Respiratory proﬁle
Clinical symptoms
The presence of a subgroup of Is-PD who exhibit prominent respiratory symptoms during PAs received the most
consistent endorsement in scientiﬁc literature. Historically,
Donald Klein proposed the existence of a PD respiratory
subtype (RS), with predominant respiratory symptoms,
probably linked to a “false suffocation alarm,” and an
autonomic subtype, with prominent peripheral autonomic
symptoms (eg, palpitations). In accordance, empirical evidence of RS and nonrespiratory subtype (NRS) was found,
applying cluster and principal components analysis in
a large clinical sample.10 In the RS, the PAs were characterized by ﬁve prominent respiratory symptoms (ie,
shortness of breath, choking/smothering sensations, chest
pain/discomfort, paresthesias, and fear of dying), along
with elevations across most all other panic symptoms,
whereas in the NRS, the PAs were typiﬁed by low levels
of respiratory symptoms, while by high levels of all other
panic symptoms. A factor analysis of PA symptoms
revealed three dimensions, including a cardiorespiratory
dimension with respiratory symptoms and palpitations,11
mostly resembling the features of the RS previously
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found.10 Similar dimensions were found in other studies
as well.12 More recently, latent class and factor mixture
analyses of multiple epidemiological samples and a large
treatment-seeking sample provided further evidence of the
RS and NRS of PAs, with symptoms overlapping those
originally found10 and high temporal stability.13,14 In particular, approximately 65% of the Is-PD in the clinical
sample were typiﬁed by a prominent respiratory component, whereas approximately 35% were characterized by
low respiratory symptoms and high general somatic
symptoms.13 Overall, the RS seemed to represent a more
severe form of panic, with a higher familiar prevalence of
PD,15 increased lifetime psychiatric comorbidity, and
increased tendency to seek psychosocial/pharmacological
treatments for panic.14
Even outside PAs, numerous Is-PD complain of
respiratory symptoms during their daily life, and these
respiratory complaints are more present in Is-PD than in
individuals with generalized anxiety disorder.16

Respiratory challenges
Behavioral hypersensitivity to hypercapnia is a reliable
biomarker of vulnerability to PAs, which is present in
approximately 50−70% of the Is-PD and runs in families.
Several experimental studies revealed that the RS was
associated with a more pronounced hypersensitivity to
hypercapnia. Indeed, RS-Is-PD, compared with NRS-IsPD, reported higher rates of induced PAs, with higher
respiratory symptoms, during inhalation of hypercapnic
gas mixtures (eg, 35% CO2/65% O2).15,17–19 Moreover,
RS-Is-PD with the RS exhibited a higher behavioral or
respiratory sensitivity to various other laboratory respiratory challenges, such as breath-holding, hyperventilation,
or hypoxic test.15 Some studies found that Is-PD who
panicked with CO2 inhalation/lactate infusion had differences in several respiratory variables during the aforementioned challenges compared with Is-PD who did not panic,
such as lower end-tidal CO2 partial pressure (pCO2),
higher minute ventilation/respiratory rate/tidal volume,
prominent symptoms of breathing effort and sense of
suffocation, low baseline prechallenge arterial pCO2, and
high arterial pH.20

Respiratory patterns
Is-PD have abnormalities in resting-state respiratory patterns
compared with healthy controls (HCs) or individuals with
generalized anxiety/social anxiety disorder. Is-PD exhibited
higher mean minute ventilation, lower end-tidal pCO2,
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higher respiratory variability/irregularity, higher rates of
sighs and apneas, when both awake and asleep, reduced
HCO3−/PO4− hematic concentrations (two indexes of chronic
hyperventilation), increased respiratory variability during
mild physical activity, and impaired diaphragmatic breathing
with reduced vital capacity.21–23 Signiﬁcant patterns of
instability across numerous autonomic and respiratory variables were found as early as 47 mins before onset of a reallife PA, while the ﬁnal minutes before PA and the PA onset
were characterized by prominent respiratory changes.24
Only very scant and inconclusive results are available
regarding the association between respiratory patterns and
clinical panic presentation. Lower resting end-tidal pCO2
and increased total breath time and variability were found in
RS than in NRS,15 whereas no differences in PO4− hematic
concentrations between the two subtypes were observed in
a small sample of Is-PD.25 Speciﬁcally in Is-PD, signiﬁcant
correlations were found between resting-state dyspnea during laboratory physiological signals recording and some
respiratory variables (ie, tidal volume, minute volume,
inspiratory ﬂow rate, and especially end-tidal pCO2).26

Smoking and respiratory diseases
Associations between panic, smoking, and asthma have been
well established. Cigarette smoking has higher prevalence in
Is-PD than in general population or individuals with other
anxiety disorders, and an increased risk of panic psychopathology was found among smokers in comparison with
nonsmokers. Although smoking and panic have bidirectional
inﬂuences, growing evidence pointed to the more common
pattern of primary smoking and secondary increased likelihood of subsequent PAs/PD.27,28 Furthermore, nicotine
dependence can contribute to PD recurrence after
remission,29 while quitting smoking signiﬁcantly reduces
the risk of both new-onset and persistence of PAs.27
Some studies found relationships between smoking and
respiratory symptoms/function in Is-PD. Cigarette consumption and behavioral hypersensitivity to hypercapnia
were higher in RS-Is-PD than NRS-Is-PD.17 Smokers with
PD exhibited a signiﬁcantly higher increase in 35% CO2
/65% O2-induced panic symptoms in comparison with
nonsmokers with PD.30 Smoking worsened the irregularity
in resting-state respiratory patterns of Is-PD, and smokers
with PD reported more severe spontaneous PAs than nonsmokers without PD.31 Overall, these ﬁndings support the
idea that smoking can facilitate the occurrence of PAs, and
at least in a portion of Is-PD, this effect may be related to
a peculiar smoking impact on their respiratory function.
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Several studies revealed signiﬁcant associations between
PAs/PD and asthma/chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD).32–35 Asthma was associated with increased crosssectional/longitudinal likelihood of having PAs, with an
even greater likelihood in case of severe asthma, and
a signiﬁcant relationship between persistence of asthma
and PAs was found as well.32,33 Bidirectional longitudinal
associations between asthma and PD were reported, even
being stronger in smokers compared with nonsmokers.36
Moreover, smokers with asthma exhibited higher levels of
panic symptoms and increased rates of lifetime PAs/PD
than smokers without asthma,37 suggesting that the combination of having asthma and being smoker is particularly
negative in terms of panic psychopathology. The concurrence of asthma and PD was associated with increased
panic symptoms, breathlessness, and hyperventilation during 35% CO2/65% O2 challenge,35 and with worse asthma
outcomes, higher symptom burden, and poorer quality of
life.35 Eventually, in Is-PD with a current co-diagnosis of
asthma, the cardiorespiratory dimension of PAs was signiﬁcantly higher than other dimensions.11
In conclusion, it is plausible that a respiratory proﬁle,
with prominent respiratory symptoms and peculiar respiratory sensitivity/patterns, may characterize a more homogeneous part of Is-PD. Furthermore, especially when
respiratory symptoms and function are involved, assessing
and dealing with smoking habit and respiratory diseases
may be of particular relevance. Unfortunately, no study
performed comprehensive examination, at the same time
and in the same individuals, of all the features whose
interplay could typify a respiratory subtype/dimension of
Is-PD. Therefore, a complete agreement in terms of the
existence and deﬁnition of a respiratory subgroup/dimension is still lacking. We believe that in the future, more
reliable deﬁnition should be based on not only symptoms
during PAs, but also it should incorporate symptoms outside PAs, behavioral/respiratory responses to CO2/respiratory challenges, respiratory function/patterns (recorded
both in laboratory and in daily life with wearable devices),
smoking habit, and presence of respiratory diseases.
However, bearing in mind the current limitations in this
ﬁeld, we proposed below some considerations about treatment of Is-PD with a prominent respiratory proﬁle.

Implications for treatment
Pharmacological treatment
Studies regarding preferential responses to some medications in Is-PD with a prominent respiratory proﬁle are still
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limited, with mixed results. However, some ﬁndings are
worth considering. A large placebo-controlled trial found
that RS-Is-PD presented better response to imipramine
than alprazolam, whereas NRS-Is-PD responded better to
alprazolam.10 More recently, these preferential responses
were not conﬁrmed.14 A possible explanation of these
inconsistencies may arise from differences between imipramine (TCA) and alprazolam (BDZ) in their capability
of decreasing hypersensitivity to hypercapnia in Is-PD.
Indeed, while consistent results indicated that imipramine
decreased hyperreactivity to CO2 after the ﬁrst days of
treatment,38,39 the effects of alprazolam are less clear,
and the study conducted with the most validated methodology found no signiﬁcant effects of acute alprazolam
premedication on 35% CO2-induced PAs, when compared
to placebo.40 Therefore, while alprazolam exhibited
a general efﬁcacy for PD treatment clinical trials1 and its
chronic effects could be different from the acute ones, it
may be less effective than other medications in blocking
PAs in Is-PD with more prominent respiratory features,
namely respiratory symptoms and hyperreactivity to CO2.
Conversely, the BDZ clonazepam consistently decreased
35% CO2-induced PAs after acute and 6-week
administration,41 and this decrease was associated with
short-term successful clinical outcome.41 In accordance,
RS-Is-PD presented a signiﬁcantly faster reduction in
PAs in the ﬁrst 8 weeks of treatment with clonazepam
than NRS-Is-PD.42 Although preliminary, these data suggest that, in case of BDZ use, clonazepam may be preferred in Is-PD with prominent respiratory features.
Several compounds that modulate serotonergic system
and have clinical antipanic properties exhibited reliable
capability of decreasing CO2-induced PAs in Is-PD.38
Imipramine, clomipramine (TCAs), paroxetine, sertraline, and ﬂuvoxamine (SSRIs) decreased behavioral
hyperreactivity to 35% CO2 even after the ﬁrst week of
30-day treatment, and the decrease of hyperreactivity at
the end of treatment was proportional to the degree of
clinical symptom improvement.38 Similarly, 35% CO2
hyperreactivity decreased after 1-week treatment with
75 mg of SNRI venlafaxine, a dosage at which venlafaxine acts mainly on the serotonergic system.43 Finally,
preliminary results showed that successful antipanic
treatments with imipramine/clomipramine were associated with normalization of some baseline respiratory
parameters, such as hematic pH, HCO3−/PO4−, and
decreased respiratory responses to hypercapnia.44–46
Conversely, reboxetine, a selective noradrenaline
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reuptake inhibitor, was signiﬁcantly less effective than
paroxetine in decreasing both 35% CO2-induced PAs and
clinical PAs in Is-PD, while the two medications showed
similar efﬁcacy in reducing anticipatory anxiety and
avoidance.47,48 Overall, these ﬁndings suggested that,
when respiratory function is involved in PD presentation,
modulation of noradrenergic system has limited efﬁcacy
in reducing PAs. Conversely, modulation of serotonergic
system seems to be crucial in reducing PAs, and successful therapeutic outcomes may be related to serotonergic
effects on respiratory function in Is-PD with hyperreactivity to hypercapnia and/or respiratory abnormalities.38
In line with this, 12-week treatment with paroxetine or
escitalopram showed greater improvement in panic
symptom severity in RS-Is-PD than in NRS-Is-PD,
while the two groups did not differ in general anxiety/
depressive symptom improvement.49
Even among serotonergic medications recommended
for PD, some compounds might exhibit higher antipanic
properties than others in Is-PD with respiratory proﬁle.
Preliminary evidence showed that ﬂuvoxamine and imipramine exhibited weaker antipanic properties than sertraline, paroxetine, and clomipramine in Is-PD who
were hyperreactive to hypercapnia.38 Possible explanations are that ﬂuvoxamine has the lowest in vitro anticholinergic effects, which are thought to be involved in
respiratory aspects of antipanic activity, whereas imipramine has the weakest effect on the serotonergic system,
which has a crucial role in the panic–respiration
connection.38 Two-month treatment with paroxetine
showed a trend toward a higher percentage of patients
without PAs (50%) than citalopram (24%), suggesting
higher antipanic efﬁcacy of paroxetine, possibly
related to its adjunctive anticholinergic properties.50
Considering that paroxetine showed direct effects on
respiration in animal studies and capability of decreasing respiratory irregularity in Is-PD,51 this compound
may be particularly suitable for Is-PD with respiratory
proﬁle.
Finally, an early decrease in behavioral hyperreactivity
to CO2 after the ﬁrst week signiﬁcantly predicted good
clinical outcome after one-month treatment with SSRIs/
imipramine/clomipramine,38 suggesting that CO2 reactivity can be a useful objective predictor of short-term clinical outcome in Is-PD with respiratory proﬁle.
Thus, considering some subjective and objective
respiratory measures in Is-PD might be helpful for treatment. In Is-PD with features of the respiratory proﬁle,
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paroxetine and sertraline among SSRIs, clomipramine
among TCAs, and clonazepam among BDZ might be
more suitable for reducing PAs, whereas noradrenergic
compounds have weaker efﬁcacy (Box 1 and Table 1).
Somatic treatment
Several studies evaluated the clinical efﬁcacy of breathing
therapies (BRTs) in PD, suggesting the usefulness of
including this intervention in treatment plans, especially
in Is-PD with prominent respiratory proﬁle. A 4-week
capnometry-assisted BRT, which was aimed to increase
end-tidal pCO2 and reduce respiration rate (RR), provided
signiﬁcant improvement of panic symptoms and increase
of pCO2 from hypocapnia to normocapnia at the endpoint
and up to 12-month follow-up.52,53 Treatment success was
not related to respiratory symptom subtype or initial level
of pCO2. However, the majority of patients were hypocapnic at the beginning of the treatment, and patients who
continued to show abnormal levels of pCO2 or RR during
recovery from a voluntary hyperventilation test were less
likely to have clinical improvement,52 suggesting that BRT
should be particularly recommended to Is-PD with respiratory features. Similarly, a comparison between capnometry-assisted BRT and cognitive training suggested that both

Box 1 Proposed assessment to deﬁne phenomenological proﬁles
Pretreatment assessment
Measurement of panic symptoms during/outside PAs through speciﬁc
symptomatological scales.
Evaluation of smoking habit, physical activity level, asthma, COPD,
CDs.
Recording of resting-state respiratory patterns; 35% CO2/65% O2
challenge test.
Recording of cardiac and autonomic patterns (ECG/Holter monitor/
HRV measurement).
Cardiopulmonary exercise testing.
Blood sampling: levels of PO4−, HCO3−; CRP/inﬂammatory markers;
PDW, MPV, RDW; total/LDL/HDL cholesterol.
In addition, if prominent vestibular symptoms and/or severe Ag and/
or Ag not remitted with recommended treatments:
Otoneurological examinations/posturography
In addition, if prominent D/DSs during/outside PAs:
EEG
Otoneurological examinations/posturography
Abbreviations: Ag, agoraphobia; CDs, cardiac diseases; CO2, carbon dioxide;
COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CRP, C-reactive protein; D/DSs,
derealization/depersonalization symptoms; ECG, electrocardiogram; EEG, electroencephalogram; HCO3−, bicarbonate; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; HRV, heart
rate variability; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; MPV, mean platelet volume; O2,
oxygen; PAs, panic attacks; PDW, platelet distribution width; PO4−, phosphate;
RDW, red cell distribution width.
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interventions could provide clinical beneﬁts in PD, while
only BRT led to corrections from initially hypocapnia to
normocapnia; furthermore, in BRT, pCO2 unidirectionally
preceded and mediated improvement of symptom appraisal, perceived control, and panic symptoms.54 This suggested that, although panic improvement can be achieved
through different pathways, BRT might be particularly
relevant for Is-PD with hypocapnia. In line with this,
changes in pCO2 during capnometry-assisted BRT
mediated changes in anxiety sensitivity (AS) of Is-PD,
but not vice versa,55 and low baseline pCO2 predicted
poorer outcome from behavioral treatment.56 These preliminary ﬁndings suggest that to involve BRT in treatment
plans can provide additional beneﬁt to reduce AS and
improve efﬁcacy of CBT in Is-PD with respiratory proﬁle.
It should be noted that both opposite BRTs, aimed to
decrease or increase end-tidal pCO2, reduced panic severity in a sample of Is-PD,57 suggesting that clinical
improvement might depend on factors common to BRTs,
such as restoring regular breathing. Finally, BRT aimed to
restore impaired diaphragmatic breathing ameliorated previously reduced percent vital capacity of Is-PD,23 supporting the idea that BRT can directly improve abnormalities
in respiratory function of Is-PD.
Finally, BRT might ameliorate clinical control of
asthma, panic symptoms, and quality of life in individuals
with comorbid PD and asthma, and although controlled
trials are needed, adapting CBT protocols speciﬁcally for
comorbid PD and asthma/COPD is thought to provide
beneﬁts to clinical outcomes.58,59 Based on the ﬁndings
discussed earlier, smoking prevention and quitting smoking programs should become one of the relevant steps in
PD treatment, particularly when respiratory function is
involved in PD presentation.
In conclusion, a careful assessment of pretreatment
characteristics, including respiratory symptoms during/
outside PAs, objective physiological measurements of
respiratory functioning, smoking habit, respiratory diseases, and behavioral/respiratory responses to respiratory
challenges, might help to develop a treatment plan more
suitable for Is-PD with respiratory proﬁle (Box 1 and
Table 1). It should be noted that end-tidal pCO2, respiratory patterns, and HCO3−/PO4− hematic concentrations
can be relatively simply measured; thus, their use might
be easily translatable in clinical practice. The reassessment of both subjective and objective measures over the
course of the treatment might help clinicians monitor
treatment efﬁcacy.
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Table 1 Proposed implications for evidence-based treatment in phenomenological proﬁles of PD
Phenomenological proﬁlea

Proposed implications for treatment
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Respiratory proﬁle
Prominent RSs during/outside PAs.
↑Behavioral/respiratory sensitivity to 35% CO2/65% O2 chal-

Pharamacological treatments to reduce PAs: among SSRIs, paroxetine/sertaline;
among TCAs, clomipramine; among BDZs, clonazepam.

lenge.

Noradrenergic compounds not recommended.

Abnormalities in respiratory patterns: ↓end-tidal pCO2,
respiratory irregularity, ↓HCO3−/PO4− hematic levels.

Somatic treatments to reduce PAs: BRT, aerobic exercise, quitting smoking
programs.

Presence of current smoking.
Presence of current/lifetime asthma/COPD.
Cardiac proﬁle
Prominent CSs during/outside PAs.

No data about preferential clinical responses to medications.

Abnormalities in cardiac/autonomic patterns: ↓HRV, impaired

Medications with more favorable proﬁle on cardiac function: paroxetine, sertraline

circardian BP pattern, ECG abnormalities.
Low cardiopulmonary ﬁtness, exercise avoidance.

(with regular monitoring of cholesterol levels).
TCAs not recommended.

Presence of current/lifetime CDs.

Clonazepam: caution in Is-PD with ↓HRV.

Presence of current smoking.
Presence of additional CVRFs: ↑CRP, ↑PDW, ↑MPV, ↑RDW,

Somatic treatments: aerobic exercise; healthy dietary patterns (Mediterranean
diet, omega 3-fatty acids/probiotics), quitting smoking programs, BRT.

↑cholesterol, ↑homocysteine.
Vestibular proﬁle
Prominent VSs during/outside PAs.
Abnormalities in balance system function: impaired postural

Pharamacological treatments: citalopram, sertraline, imipramine (clinical observations).

control, ↑sensitivity to visual-vestibular patterns.

Somatic treatments: vestibular rehabilitation.

Derealization/Depersonalization proﬁle
Prominent D/DSs during/outside PAs
EEG abnormalities.

No data about preferential clinical responses to medications.
In case of EEG abnormalities: evaluate the opportunity of using clonazepam/
anticonvulsants.

a

Note: The higher the number of features, the higher the prominence of the phenomenological proﬁle.
Abbreviations: BDZs, benzodiazepines; BP, blood pressure; BRT, breathing therapy; CDs, cardiac diseases; CO2, carbon dioxide; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease; CRP, C-reactive protein; CVRFs, cardiovascular risk factors; CSs, cardiac symptoms; D/DSs, derealization/depersonalization symptoms; ECG, electrocardiogram;
EEG, electroencephalogram; HCO3−, bicarbonate; HRV, heart rate variability; Is-PD, individuals suffering from panic disorder; MPV, mean platelet volume; O2, oxygen; PAs,
panic attacks; pCO2, partial pressure CO2; PD, panic disorder; PDW, platelet distribution width; PO4−, phosphate; RDW, red cell distribution width; RSs, respiratory
symptoms; SNRIs, serotonin–norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor; SSRIs, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors; TCAs, tricyclic antidepressants; VSs, vestibular symptoms; ↑,
high; ↓, low.

Cardiac proﬁle
Clinical symptoms
Palpitations, pounding heart/accelerated heart rate (HR)
(cardiac symptoms, CSs), are among the most frequent
symptoms that Is-PD experience during spontaneous/
induced PAs and outside PAs during daily life.60 Cluster
analyses did not ﬁnd a qualitatively distinct “autonomic/
cardiac” subtype, while CSs were present in both RS and
NRS, along with other general somatic symptoms.10,13
From a dimensional point of view, CSs were signiﬁcantly
associated with respiratory symptoms in PA presentation.11
Some studies using ambulatory monitoring found objective
increase of HR during real-life PAs; similarly, increased HR
and systolic/diastolic blood pressure during CO2-induced
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PAs were found.60 In clinical practice, it is well known
that CSs are particularly alarming for Is-PD. Is-PD who
experience intense CSs are often scared of dying from
a heart attack during PAs, and they typically undergo cardiac examinations to receive medical reassurances.

Cardiac patterns
Experimental ﬁndings revealed subclinical abnormalities of
autonomic and cardiac function in Is-PD when compared to
HCs.7,61 Most studies found imbalanced autonomic regulation, reduced heart rate variability (HRV) (lower parasympathetic activity and higher sympathetic/parasympathetic
ratio), both at rest and during mental stress, impaired circadian blood pressure pattern with inadequate nighttime
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reduction of blood pressure, as well as instability of HR
during sleep. Signiﬁcant autonomic instability was found as
early as 47 mins before the onset of a real-life PA, with
marked increase of HR the minute before PA onset.24
A defective neuronal noradrenaline reuptake in the heart
of Is-PD was also found, which might augment the sympathetic cardiac ﬁring. Surface electrocardiograms showed
that Is-PD have increased variability in the QT interval,
which augmented even more during hyperventilation, and
increased dispersion of the QT and P-wave. These indexes
reﬂect higher ventricular repolarization time variability, and
higher regional heterogeneity of ventricular repolarization
and atrial depolarization, respectively. Further, Is-PD exhibited higher variability of electrocardiographic (ECG)
R-wave amplitude after beta-adrenergic stimulation with
isoproterenol.
Is-PD exhibited exercise avoidance in their daily
life,62,63 and they displayed poorer cardiovascular ﬁtness
than HCs, as suggested by the ﬁndings of lower levels of
maximal oxygen consumption and decreased exercise tolerance during cardiopulmonary exercise testing.63–65
Interestingly, somatic, rather than cognitive, symptoms of
anxiety predict lower levels of physical activity in Is-PD,
suggesting that exercise avoidance in these patients may
be partly depending on the perception of their low global
physical ﬁtness.7,62 Finally, in naturalistic conditions, and
outside PAs, a preliminary ambulatory monitoring study
found reduced correlations between HR and physical
activity in Is-PD, indicating reduced efﬁciency of metabolic coupling than HCs.66
Overall, the cardiovascular system of Is-PD seemed to
present several subclinical abnormalities and to be somehow less efﬁcient compared with HCs.

Cardiac diseases and cardiovascular risk factors
The association between PD and cardiac diseases (CDs)
is well established.61,67 Several cardiovascular risk factors (CVRFs), which can play a role in this association,
were found in Is-PD. CVRFs directly related to cardiac
function were described earlier and involved decreased
HRV, impaired autonomic regulation of HR/blood pressure, subclinical abnormalities of cardiac repolarization/
depolarization, and low cardiovascular ﬁtness. Additional
CVRFs in Is-PD were also found, when compared to
HCs, including increased arterial stiffness and poorer
endothelial function, as indicated by elevated plasma
homocysteine levels, lower nitric oxide levels, and
increased platelet aggregation.68,69 Furthermore, previous
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studies in Is-PD found increased platelet distribution
width and mean platelet volume, two hematological markers of platelet activation, and increased red cell distribution width, a measure associated with inﬂammation and
cardiovascular diseases.70,71 Several studies showed IsPD to exhibit higher levels of hematological markers of
inﬂammation (proinﬂammatory cytokines, C-reactive
protein) than HCs, and preliminary results found
impaired oxidative balance and higher oxidative
stress.72–74 Finally, unhealthy lifestyle associated with
PD, such as exercise avoidance and smoking habit, can
be additional CVRFs.
In summary, due to the relevance of CSs in panic
presentation, the involvement of autonomic/cardiac system
in pathophysiology of PD, and the associations between
PD, CVRFs, and CDs, the cardiac aspects are worthy of
being assessed and considered in treatment of PD, as we
proposed below.

Implications for treatment
Pharmacological treatment
Studies evaluating preferential clinical responses to
some medications in Is-PD with prominent CSs and/or
subclinical cardiac abnormalities are lacking. However,
as several medications used in PD inﬂuence the cardiac
function, some experimental ﬁndings might be considered, when choosing/monitoring treatments in Is-PD.
Imipramine and nortriptyline were found to reduce
HRV in Is-PD, while paroxetine increased HRV and
decreased the relative cardiac sympathetic activity in
these patients.75–77 Similarly, an increased variability in
the QT interval was found in Is-PD treated with nortriptyline, whereas it was not found in those treated with
paroxetine.78 Thus, paroxetine may be a medication of
choice particularly in Is-PD with reduced HRV and/or
subclinical abnormalities of cardiac repolarization,
whereas TCAs should be used more cautiously.
However, these possible favorable effects of paroxetine
on cardiac function should be conﬁrmed because the
available studies in Is-PD are scant, with small sample
sizes, and one of them found the unfavorable effect of
reducing cardiac vagal function.76 Preliminary ﬁndings
showed that Is-PD responders to 6/12-week pharmacotherapy with mixed antidepressants exhibited
improvement in HRV, suggesting that changes in autonomic regulation might help in monitoring the course of
treatments in PD.79,80 Concerning BZDs, only one study
examined the effect of 4-week clonazepam treatment on
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HRV of Is-PD presenting with palpitations.81 Compared
with placebo, clonazepam led to a decrease in all the
time and frequency domain measures of HRV, in line
with other studies that found reduction of HRV and
vagal tone following BDZ administration in humans.82
Although these very preliminary results need conﬁrmation, they suggest caution when using clonazepam in IsPD who present pretreatment low HRV. Conversely,
preliminary clinical observations suggested that clonazepam might provide beneﬁts in the treatment of atrial
ﬁbrillation in some selected Is-PD;83 however, clinical
controlled trials are lacking.
TCAs seemed to prolong the QT interval to a greater
extent than SSRIs. As a group, SSRIs were associated with
small but statistically signiﬁcant effect on QT, with citalopram and escitalopram related to the greatest QT prolongation, while paroxetine and ﬂuoxetine did not exhibit
signiﬁcant effects on QT length compared to placebo.
However, the overall magnitude of SSRIs-related QT prolongation seemed to have very limited clinical signiﬁcance
in the vast majority of patients, particularly in those with
no other risk factors for torsades de pointes,84,85 while
more attention should be paid to patients taking multiple
medications due to possible additive effects on QT length.
When using venlafaxine, the possibility of mild dosedependent increase in HR and blood pressure should be
considered.85
Finally, associations were found between SSRIs treatment and increased levels of total/high-density lipoprotein/low-density lipoprotein cholesterol in Is-PD,
especially with paroxetine and sertraline.86,87 Thus, evaluation of pretreatment cholesterol levels and a careful
monitoring over the course of SSRIs therapy are
recommended.
Other effects of SSRIs may be beneﬁcial in Is-PD
presenting with CVRFs. Sertraline exhibited capability
of improving endothelial function and reducing inﬂammatory markers in patients with coronary heart diseases
(CHDs), and it elicited coronary vasodilatation in in vitro
experiments. Paroxetine, sertraline, and citalopram inhibited platelet aggregation/activation in patients with
CHDs, and paroxetine increased nitric oxide plasma
levels in HCs and depressed patients.88 Although no
data on Is-PD are available, it is conceivable that these
properties of SSRIs can be protective against cardiovascular morbidity in Is-PD, particularly in those who present markers of inﬂammation and/or impaired endothelial
function.
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In conclusion, in Is-PD presenting abnormalities in
cardiac patterns or CVRFs, paroxetine and sertraline may
present a more favorable proﬁle, even though cholesterol
level assessments are needed, while TCAs are not recommended (Box 1 and Table 1).
Somatic treatment
Aerobic exercise seemed to be effective as an adjunctive
intervention for Is-PD. Indeed, although exercise alone was
less effective compared with paroxetine/clomipramine or
CBT,89 it provided additional beneﬁts in reducing panic/
anxiety symptoms when combined with standard treatments.
Eight/twelve weeks of moderate/intense aerobic exercise on
regular basis added clinical beneﬁts to medications or
CBT.90,91 Preliminary results showed accelerating therapeutic effects of 30-min moderate/intense aerobic exercise prior
to exposure sessions within an exposure-based CBT,92 while
a 12-day high-intensity interval training provided additional
clinical improvement in medicated Is-PD.93 Aerobic exercise
on a regular basis also improved the reduced maximal oxygen consumption during cardiopulmonary exercise testing
and endurance performance in Is-PD,91,93 while acute moderate/intense exercise before 35% CO2 challenge signiﬁcantly reduced CO2 panicogenic effects.94 These ﬁndings
suggested that exercise has direct favorable effects on the
impaired cardiorespiratory function of these patients. Thus,
practicing aerobic exercise on regular basis should be recommended to Is-PD, especially to those with CSs/autonomic
imbalance/CVRFs, but also to Is-PD with the respiratory
proﬁle, due to the well-known link between cardiac function
and respiration.95 Furthermore, it is conceivable that BRT
may provide some beneﬁts on cardiac symptoms and function of Is-PD with “cardiac proﬁle,” considering the respiratory-cardiac connection, and the above-mentioned worsening
in cardiac parameters during hyperventilation in Is-PD; however, studies directly exploring this topic are lacking. Finally,
beyond physical exercise, other cardiovascular risk reduction
strategies should be recommended in Is-PD with “cardiac
proﬁle,” including smoking cessation and healthy dietary
patterns, such as Mediterranean diet and nutrient supplements with omega 3-fatty acids/probiotics, which can contribute to reduce inﬂammation, oxidative stress, and
cholesterol levels.73,96
In conclusion, pretreatment assessment of cardiac
symptom/function and CVRFs is recommended when
developing treatment plan for Is-PD (Box 1 and Table 1).
It should be noted that ECG and hematological parameters
associated with cardiovascular risk can be simply assessed
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in clinical routine, while cardiopulmonary ﬁtness and HRV
measurements might be translatable in clinical practice in
a relatively easy way.
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Vestibular proﬁle
Clinical symptoms
Dizziness, lightheadedness, and feeling like fainting (vestibular symptoms, VSs) are present in approximately 50
−70% of the Is-PD, both during and outside PAs.12,60
A distinct vestibular subtype was not found with cluster
analyses of PA symptoms, while VSs were present across
both the RS and NRS, along with other general somatic
symptoms.10,13 From a dimensional point of view, VSs
were associated to sweating, trembling, nausea, and
chills/hot ﬂashes in a “mixed somatic” dimension of PA
presentation.11 Preliminary ﬁndings indicated a signiﬁcant
relationship between the presence of dizziness during PAs
and agoraphobia, as well as observations in clinical practice suggest an association between dizziness outside PAs
during daily life and presence/severity of agoraphobia.97

Vestibular patterns
Several studies explored balance system function in Is-PD
through standardized otoneurologic examinations. When
compared to HCs, Is-PD who complained of dizziness,
and Is-PD not selected for the presence of VSs, exhibited
higher rate (up to 50−70%) of vestibular abnormalities,
which generally did not represent full-blown vestibular disorders. Overall, studies in Is-PD consistently found that
subclinical abnormalities in balance system function, especially postural instability and impaired visual–vestibular
interactions, were signiﬁcantly associated with presence
and severity of agoraphobia, and with complaints of
VSs,12,97–101 in line with observations in clinical practice.
Overall, individual sensitivity to visuo-vestibular unusual
patterns and its impact in postural control might contribute
to panic and agoraphobia at least in a portion of Is-PD.102
Finally, a single study found association between symptomatological reactivity to 35% CO2 challenge and vestibular
abnormalities in Is-PD.97 This is in line with the wellknown interplay between respiratory and vestibular systems, based on which hyperventilation can induce VSs
and, vice versa, VSs can trigger respiratory discomfort.97

Implications for treatment
Pharmacological treatment
Studies exploring responses to medications in Is-PD with
VSs and/or subclinical vestibular abnormalities are scant,
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and no comparative studies are available. A prospective
case series including 9 Is-PD with chronic dizziness found
improvement in panic symptoms, dizziness, and some
otoneurologic parameters, after 3-month treatment with
imipramine. These favorable effects of imipramine,
which has serotonergic properties, were thought to be
related to the well-known involvement of serotonergic
pathways in both panic and balance system
regulation.99,103 In line with this, in a mixed sample of
patients with dizziness, vestibular abnormalities, and psychiatric disorders, including a large portion of Is-PD,
SSRIs relieved dizziness to a greater extent than vestibular
suppressants or BDZ.104 In an open study, we found that
6-week citalopram treatment improved static posturography abnormalities and panic−phobic symptoms in a small
sample of Is-PD. Interestingly, the two patients whose
abnormal posturography lasted to the end point were still
agoraphobic, while the patients whose posturography
improved were no longer agoraphobic by the end of the
trial,99 supporting the idea that balance system abnormalities might contribute to maintenance of agoraphobia.
Finally, in our clinical experience, Is-PD who have agoraphobia and dizziness achieve greater improvement with
sertraline than with other SSRIs. Although this idea needs
conﬁrmation, we speculate that, for Is-PD with vestibular
proﬁle, serotonergic compounds with adjunctive effects on
histaminergic (citalopram) or dopaminergic (sertraline)
properties might be particularly suitable because both
these systems are involved in balance modulation, along
with the serotonergic system (Box 1 and Table 1).4
Somatic treatment
Findings on this topic are very limited. Only one open
study found that a small sample of Is-PD with agoraphobia, dizziness, and vestibular abnormalities, who reported
limited improvement after a brief (4 weeks) CBT program,
obtained further signiﬁcant beneﬁts in panic−phobic symptoms and dizziness with 8/12-week vestibular
rehabilitation.105 Similarly, unpublished data of our group
indicated that in a small group of Is-PD with agoraphobia,
dizziness and vestibular abnormalities, who were partial
responders to SSRIs combined with CBT, 10 sessions of
vestibular rehabilitation with peripheral visual stimulation
obtained signiﬁcant improvement of panic−phobic symptoms, dizziness, and posturographic parameters. Although
these ﬁndings are very preliminary and need conﬁrmation,
they suggest that vestibular rehabilitation might be considered in Is-PD with “vestibular proﬁle,” as an adjunctive
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intervention to recommended treatments. Finally, it is
conceivable that to introduce in CBT programs
some interventions/exposures speciﬁcally targeted on dizziness/dizziness-eliciting situations might be particularly
useful in these patients.
In conclusion, although connections between panic−phobic symptoms and balance system were consistently found,
the possible existence of treatments more suitable for Is-PD
with “vestibular proﬁle” received limited consideration.
Nevertheless, based on the available knowledge, otoneurologic examinations are recommended in Is-PD with VSs and
agoraphobia, especially in case of poor responses to standard
treatments. When developing treatment plans for Is-PD with
vestibular proﬁle, the very preliminary observations about
citalopram, sertraline, imipramine, and vestibular rehabilitation might be considered (Box 1 and Table 1).

Derealization/depersonalization proﬁle
We would like to mention brieﬂy the issue of Is-PD with
derealization and/or depersonalization symptoms (D/DSs),
which received limited attention in the scientiﬁc literature.
No distinct D/D subtype was found with cluster analyses,
while derealization was associated with fear of going crazy
and fear of losing control in a “cognitive” dimension of PA
presentation.11 Approximately 24−40% of the Is-PD
seemed to present D/DSs during PAs, while up to 50
−60% experienced these symptoms outside PAs. While
the ﬁndings about relation between D/DSs and childhood
trauma in Is-PD are inconclusive, the presence of D/DSs
was associated with greater clinical severity, higher psychiatric comorbidity, poorer response to treatments, and
electroencephalographic (EEG) abnormalities, especially
in the temporal regions.4 To the best of our knowledge,
no studies evaluated preferential responses to different
treatments in Is-PD with D/DSs. However, some preliminary ﬁndings suggested that anticonvulsant medications,
which, except clonazepam, are not approved for use in
PD, provide clinical beneﬁts in patients with PD having
EEG abnormalities.4 Based on this limited evidence, careful screening of D/DSs and possibly associated EEG
abnormalities are worthy of consideration in clinical practice. Future clinical studies are needed to select appropriate treatments and evaluate the potential effectiveness of
anticonvulsants in patients with PD with this peculiar
proﬁle. Finally, one study found an association between
D/DSs and VSs in a subgroup of Is-PD.106 Considering
that patients with vestibular disorders often complain of
derealization as a symptom associated with dizziness or
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vertigo, otoneurologic examinations in Is-PD with D/DSs
might be recommended to evaluate the possible presence
of vestibular abnormalities (Box 1 and Table 1).

Conclusions
Our ﬁrst-step proposal of personalized therapy for PD has
several limitations. Mainly, we focused on a limited part of
the aspects involved in the pathophysiology and course of
PD, and we considered only medications and some “somatic”
treatments. Clearly, a future, more comprehensive proposal
should be developed, which takes into account multiple
factors, such as each person’s psychological features and
within-person relationships between different variables, and
which considers CBT and combination of treatments.
In conclusion, much more work is needed to achieve an
evidence-based personalized therapy for PD. Recent technological advance might help identify reliable proﬁles of
Is-PD and deﬁne treatments tailored on speciﬁc features of
each patient, such as wearable devices recording real-time
physiological signals, symptoms, perceptions, and behaviors; the storage of clinical/research data in shared “big
data” platforms; the application of machine learning techniques on these data to achieve reliable ﬁndings. We hope
that combining the efforts of different research groups in
this work in progress can lead to largely shared conclusions in the near future.
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